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ABSTRACT
This paper is a literature review on business models used in the additive manufacturing industry. We focus
the investigation by categorizing the effects additive manufacturing into four classes by looking at
incremental and disruptive applications in closed and in open market models. The economic feasibility of
these applications is critically discussed on the background of the existing literature. Additive
manufacturing business models is an emerging area of research, where tangible, case-based evidence is still
rare, and the views on the business potential of additive manufacturing technologies are strongly divided.
Keywords: Additive manufacturing, 3D-printing, business models, literature review

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to serve as a review of the scientific literature regarding the effect that additive
manufacturing (AM) has had and will have on manufacturing business models (BM), and on business valuechains. By synthesizing existing knowledge, we aim to provide analytic insights on how AM-technologies
are likely to change the current ways of manufacturing business value-creation. We also aim to anticipate
the effects of likely near-future developments caused by the potential technological changes brought about
by advances in AM-technologies.
We discuss separately the two identified co-existing streams of academic literature on how AMtechnologies will shape the business of manufacturing:
1) The incremental change stream, where current industry players can enhance their earnings and
position on the markets by utilizing AM-technologies.
2) The disruptive change stream, where AM is expected to have a radical effect on the current
distribution of economic value in the manufacturing industry.

A business model is generally defined as the logic of creating and capturing value through a series of
interdependent activities (see, e.g., [1]–[3]). Recently this topical area has been addressed two reviews by
Öberg and others [4], which is focused on and limited to a company-level analysis and by Verboeket &
Krikke [5] published at the time of this article. In this review, we look at “open” network- or ecosystembased and “closed” single company-based business models around AM-technologies [1], [6], [7]. Together,
these distinctions give us four alternative future projections. We are interested especially in the potential
of AM-induced changes in global value chains (GVCs) resulting from the foreseeable commoditization of
manufacturing.
Current state and applications
Additive manufacturing is commonly known as 3D-printing (3DP) and is the process of manufacturing
parts or products layer-by-layer, directly from digital product data. 3DP makes possible the construction of
complex geometries, e.g., honeycombs and lattices that are impossible to create by using conventional
manufacturing (CM) methods. After a re-design, existing products can be built by AM-technologies in a
way that reduces the use of raw materials, while possibly enhancing product properties in terms of weight
and functionality [8]. Expensive and exotic materials, for example, human tissue may be printed with
minimal waste [9]–[12], although many of the applications are still in an experimental stage [13]. For
extensive discussion on the benefits of AM, see e.g., [1], [10], [14]–[21]).
Additive manufacturing does not suffer from the cost penalties - namely machining, molding, casting,
and/or specially made tooling - incurred by CM methods [9], [11], [15], [16], [22]–[24]. Today, as a result
of decades of past research and development, AM is a hypernym covering several technologies with specific
characteristics in terms of material selection, printing accuracy, speed, price of equipment, and finishing
quality among others. For technical reviews, we advise the interested reader to see [1], [16], [18], [25]–
[29].
The question of AM-technology diffusion boils down to the total process feasibility in terms of both the
technology and the economics involved [30], [31]. First cost-related bottleneck is the deposition rate of
material, which can be as low as 1/10 000 compared to conventional manufacturing [32] and second, the
material unit cost. For example, it has been reported that AM metal powder can cost 1-3 times more [30]
and AM plastic filament 50-100 times [31] more, than a comparable product used with conventional
methods – even if the cost of plastic can be decreased by using recycled materials [33]. Importantly [30],
in AM, the cost of raw material has a direct relationship with the production volume, which is not the case
with CM. As Laplume and others [17] conclude, there are several industries which are not likely to be
affected by AM, e.g., the production of raw materials. Table 1 presents a summary on decision-making
issues relevant to shifting production to AM (see also [34]) – the situation reflected is that of 2011-2018.
Table 1. Feasibility issues between additive and conventional manufacturing processes, summarized from
[1], [10], [15], [17], [18], [22], [30], [31], [34]–[39])

Several researchers (see, e.g., [8], [22], [40]) have observed that the discussion on whether to use CM- or
AM-technologies is not fundamentally exclusive, as hybrid production set-ups exist. AM may be especially
suitable in complementing mass production in companies that have large capital stocks or heterogeneous
production lines, with long bills of materials [41]. A survey by Schniederjans [42] shows that major of users
of AM-technology in companies are rapid prototyping (RP) and R&D –activities. Other uses in flexible
production systems are rapid tooling (RT) and rapid manufacturing (RM) [31], [43], [44]. For a detailed
list of current industry applications of additive manufacturing, we suggest [19], [21], [26].
There seem to be two main driving paradigms for the current industrial interest in AM. The first can be
called an automation-driven “industry 4.0”-paradigm, which includes the idea of small scale, localized,
data-driven factories with resource-efficient, on-demand production capabilities [45]–[48]. The second is a
BM paradigm shift of moving from selling physical products to selling a product with a service - that is
product-service systems (PSS). Roth [49] suggests, that the technology bundle of computers and 3Dprinting has the potential to make the AM-technology revolutionary. Examples of AM include the
manufacturing of dental/medical prostates and prostate spare parts, which are a low-volume, high-cost,

customized products, with singular demand patterns [19], [36]. Rehnberg and Ponte [36] envision logistics
companies printing products on location, instead of physically moving them from one place to another. An
idea of local retail shops with 3D-scanning equipment to customize home-delivered products has been also
proposed [50]. In this vein, several authors [10], [51], [52] write about mass individualization of products
as the next phase of mass customization.
From the industrial systems perspective, according to [17], [23] AM decreases the minimum efficient
technical scale (METS) of manufacturing, which usually is the main driver when making location decisions
of production facilities. Final products can be manufactured from raw materials in one location [36], [37],
which means replacing many of the labor-intensive work-phases connected to dealing with intermediate
products [17], [23]. Bogers and others [1] call these supply chains “glocalized” in order to refer to their
local self-sufficiency, but global implementation.
If the “print anything” -promise becomes reality, the ease of manufacturing by AM raises serious concerns
about intellectual property rights (IPR) - not to mention about the possibility to perform reverse engineering
with 3D-scanners [1], [9]–[11], [17]. Technically, there are still major obstacles that hinder a universal
move towards AM-based mass production – these include the number of available materials, print-outs size
limitations, and the cost of printing [17], [35], [36]. At this time only a fraction of existing metal alloys are
suitable for AM [26] and the introduction of new materials is often inhibited by patents [17], [43].
Furthermore, most AM-based products still require surface finishing [1], [15], [16] and unresolved issues
with mechanical properties (e.g. porosity and microstructure) exist that make AM un-suitable for some
high-end applications [25], [26], [31]. Currently, there is a lack of process standards [9], which further
emphasizes the concerns about safety, reliability, and quality of the AM processes and of the final products.
From industrial applications towards open business models in a sharing economy?
Today’s AM scene can broadly be divided into an industrial segment with state-of-the art metal/composite
printing machinery, operating in business environments with competition and proprietary IPR (patents,
bilateral contracts) and to a hobbyist-sector that is typically based on using relatively cheap, plastic filament
-based printers and embracing sharing-based and peer-to-peer (P2P) -type economies that exist in an open
networked setting (see the discussion in, e.g., [10], [53]). Several authors [10], [24], [43] suggest that AM
will evolve from these applications towards distributed manufacturing facilities, where some type of “print
shops” will serve as an intermediary form of manufacturing.
The actual potential of AM to change business paradigms remains heavily debated [15], [24]. The timing
of when such a change might take place has also raised a lot of discussion. The jury is still out on the
questions of when (and if) online 3DP-platforms, where users can share and download product designs,
will become a viable form of distribution of industrial-grade products, and whether they will ever become
a serious business opportunity. The inability to give answers to these questions may suggest that there is a
chance that AM-technology may remain a mere addition to the already existing manufacturing paradigms.
Despite the technological buzz around AM and its potential groundbreaking effects to selected industries,
the current engineering-focused literature runs short on contributions related to business-issues [9], [54].
Gartner and others [13] criticize the existing surveys of AM-technology experts (entrepreneurs) for being
inclined towards positive scenarios and point to (clear) conflicts of interest. Based on the evaluation of
technology disruptiveness Hahn & al. [9] observe that the current literature on the topic consists mainly of
consultant reports and practitioner reviews that lack a serious academic research focus. These underline the
importance of this paper’s critical, fact-based review approach that is aimed at constructing four possible
scenarios of the future of additive manufacturing.

The remainder of this paper continues with the literature review and first presents the materials and methods
used, then delving into the results of the systematic literature review. The paper is closed with conclusions
and discussion.

2. Data and methodology
We use a systematic literature review approach. A keyword search from within Scopus (63 hits) and Web
of Science (31) abstract and citation databases was performed in May 2019. The search string topic
contained articles with either [3d-printing, additive manufacturing] together with at least one of the
following topics [business model, value chain, capital investment, economic model, market model]. The
search was limited to journal articles written in English. The search resulted in 94 articles of which 45
remained for further analysis after screening out the overlapping and irrelevant results. Backward tracking
of relevant works, based on references in the initial set, yielded additional 33 papers. Thus, 78 (45+33)
works were included in the set used.

Figure 1. Year-by-year statistics of published literature in the reviewed set of literature; the estimate for
2019 is based on a linear forecast (light color).
Quantitative analysis
Ryan and others [38] pinpoint the rising interest on the business related topics in AM to year 2009, when
the expiration of a key technology patent in plastic printing1 gave a boost to publishing papers with an
application oriented focus. The amount of existing literature is scarce and we can state that business oriented
research of AM is an emerging topic at the time of writing this review (Figure 1). Currently there are no
dedicated journals concentrating on the economics of AM: Table 2 shows that a relatively high number of
journals have published on economic aspects of AM (also observed in [20]). The topical range of the said
journals is wide and ranges from engineering to future-research - this may be part of the explanation of why
understanding the future business potential and significance of AM/3DP seems to be scattered also in the
scientific community as a whole.

1

Fused Filament Fabrication, FFF for polymer filaments, which led to development of cheap, desktop 3DPequipment for the hobbyists (e.g., the RepRap-project)

Table 2. Publications by journal in the reviewed literature, journals with two or more publications included

Qualitative analysis
Sasson and Johnson [41], speak of a polarized conception of 3DP, where the popular media is dominated
by a view of industrial revolution and scientific literature is more conservative, highlighting the specialized
nature of applications. On the other hand, as observed by [36], many of the business related scientific
contributions on AM revolve around the revolutionary effects. One reason for this contradictory perception
regarding the business-focused AM-literature, is the gigantic amount of references (n > 1200 on June 2019)
to a futuristic work of Berman [10], which, despite its compelling title and merits in storytelling, is largely
based on non-scientific sources. This observation that we share with [9], does not only concern the paper
by Berman, but also many of other articles in which a remarkably large number of references to expert
reports and company websites is included, without any discussion about their potential reliability issues.
The AM-literature covered in this paper is listed in Table 3. Contributions are labeled on the basis of
research type (quantitative/qualitative) and method including four categories: empirical, exploratory,
(literature) review, and simulation. We evaluate, whether the view taken in the research is either incremental
or disruptive and whether the BM-paradigm addressed represents open or closed business models.

Table 3. Summary of literature on business models of AM covered.
[see end of the manuscript]
Four levels of studies are identified (Table 3) from user entrepreneur; industrial system (production
process); (individual) company level, and global having an industry-wide focus, or broader. The research
topics are divided into:
-

feasibility studies, which revolve around the economic returns of an AM-investment, e.g.,
equipment investment calculations;
business models on how to monetize the capabilities of technology and retain value;
supply chain management contributions focus on the (often physical) deployment of AM to harness
its benefits in terms of business value;
value chain issues is a meta-level discussion of the supply chains category involving larger
industry-wide considerations;
sustainability deals with the environment, health, quality and safety (EHQS) aspects of business;
technology and software platforms categories are self-explainable.

Classifying the literature
As discussed above, we divide the literature in to four parts, illustrated in Figure 2, to structure this review
into a reader-friendly format. This is not a new typology: other four field classifications concerning different
aspects of AM can be found in [1], [3], [11], [35], [51], [55]–[58]. The used classification is loosely based
on the business-model type and the extent of disruptiveness of the envisioned development and a similar
framework is previously used in [11].

Figure 2. Four-field classification used in this review
When it comes to technological diffusion, incremental innovations may lead to radical outcomes and radical
innovations may not have disruptive effects on the markets (see discussion, e.g., [24], [59]). Therefore, for
the sake of comprehensiveness of this review, we see it mandatory to address all the possibilities, although
the lately published expert surveys [11], [60] seem to indicate that the not-so-radical scenarios are the most

likely to materialize. The four different, non-exclusive directions of development (Figure 2) are assumed
to have the following key characteristics:
1) Closed incremental: AM-equipment is, or will become a natural part of flexible manufacturing and
supply chains. AM is used for complementing mass manufacturing in low-volume parts
2) Closed disruptive: AM gains ground as a new manufacturing paradigm and bundles of AMequipment replace current industrial systems of mass manufacturing. Existing firms use AMtechnology in radical ways and business models have to be re-invented
3) Open incremental: desktop-grade consumer printers become more advanced and remain available
for large masses. Consumers produce plastic/metal parts primarily for their own use, or for P2P
sales, elevating the role of online sharing platforms.
4) Open disruptive: networks of consumers’ desktop-printers replace many of the centralized
manufacturing plants. Prosumers (producer + consumer) overtake manufacturing activities in the
existing GVCs

3. Review of literature
3.1 Literature based on the premise of closed-incremental development
Incremental development, where AM-technology serves as a part of larger technological system [59],
enables two major application areas: first, to complement mass-production of simple, or AM-enhanced,
low-volume parts [41] and second, to produce digitally stored spare parts on-demand to boost PSS-business
models [61]–[63]. In case of uni-/bipolar GVCs (such as aerospace / automotive) [36], the successful
adoption of AM in the leading firms can actually leverage existing power structures, as companies on the
top can reduce their needs for specialized equipment.
Part manufacturing
Shifting production of individual parts to AM requires (re-)design, which is addressed in [23], [36], [37],
[62], [64], [65] and it is one of the major cost factors in the economics of AM, as is demonstrated in
empirical studies [64], [65]. The real life example in [59] shows, however, that technical feasibility issues
can be overcome, when monetary benefits of AM are clear. Achillas and others [44] develop a decision
making tool for evaluating the feasibility of AM-applications in a production facility and related to this, the
cost accounting aspects of AM are dealt with by [30], [43], [66].
Today, IPR-issues incentivize companies to keep AM-activities in-house and not allowing contracted
service-providers to reach economies of scale (see discussions [36], [41]), and “industry-grade” AM-part
suppliers operate from centralized low-cost locations with a focus on complementing clients’
manufacturing capabilities [50]. A study of existing business in industrial 3DP-services [43] shows that
most of these AM-service providers produce components or prototypes and among them, printing complex
metal parts yield the highest revenues. In 2012, Hahn and others [9] studied 79 technology start-ups and
report that companies selling (tangible) AM-equipment gain the highest attention among investors, instead
of (intangible) printing services.
Spare part service
The promise of AM in the spare part servicing industry lies in reduced service lead-times and diminished
inventory obsolescence [61]. Matsumoto and others [22] see remanufacturing of selected high value (metal)

parts as a future key application in PSS-models. These are currently limited to technically advanced
industrial products [22], as more widespread adoption is inhibited by the fear of losing-out on short-term
profits and by customers who prefer traditional forms of ownership [67]. For a general level discussion on
maintenance applications of AM-technology, see [8], [22], [68].
The available simulation studies on the topic [69], [70] support the idea of AM-based spare parts service,
but aggregating demand for economic feasibility remains an issue. Also, the inadequate printing speed,
AM-availability, and problems with steady product quality negatively affect the diffusion of AMtechnologies [61], [62], [71]. The feasibility of a digitally distributed spare parts business models for OEMs
(Original Equipment Manufacturers) remains debated (see [52]).
If / when AM becomes a viable method for spare parts manufacturing, the OEMs will either digitize and
publish component data or let replicas of uncertain quality exist [41]. We believe that instead of laissezfaire policies, OEM-controlled spare parts produced with AM and part remanufacturing will gain ground
in the closed market settings and create business potential for standardized industrial data-sharing
platforms, where several OEMs can securely distribute spare part designs to a network of trusted 3DPservice providers (see discussion also in [62]). This development could be further sped up, if the current
AM-technology development would turn into a competition in producing high-margin spare parts (see
[56]). In the long term, a consolidation of service providers would be likely. By having platform
partnership(s) with the forthcoming big player(s) with the state-of-the-art capabilities, the OEMs could be
able to divest some of their fixed assets, while stile ensuring the availability of spare parts (see also [50]).

3.2. Literature based on the premise of closed-disruptive development
The closed disruptive scenario takes the above described development further to where the rise of AMtechnologies in the supply chains (SCs) changes the current equilibrium of GVCs. Two alternative paths to
this are visible in the literature: a path of increasingly localized production [8], [34] and, proposed by [41],
a path, where low-volume items are manufactured in centralized AM locations called “3DP-supercenters”.
The first line of thought is based on the ability of AM to leverage simultaneous production and consumption
of goods without costs. At the time of this review, this scenario is not supported by technological
capabilities and is dubious from the point of view of the requirements for investment payback [71]. The
second idea concerning centralized AM offers economies of scale [41]. In a review of Ryan and others [38]
that identified a total of 201 alternative supply chain-scenarios of AM a “factory” of this type was the least
considered scenario. Ryan and others add that these investments could further increase profitability, if their
idle capacities were harnessed in printing make-to-stock items alongside customized products. [11], [24],
[41], [46] contemplate the possibility of commoditized AM infrastructure that enables companies to reposition themselves in the GVCs (e.g., design only), or to industry sectors previously out of their reach
[36]. On the other hand, the wide availability of manufacturing infrastructure could deteriorate the position
of market incumbents.
The trade-off between manufacturing flexibility (full AM) and controllability (full CM) is discussed, e.g.,
in [57], [72]. Nyman and others [73] describe beneficial characteristics of AM for different types of SCs.
Mellor and others [74] provide a general framework to evaluate company-specific benefits from AM. [58]
present a systemic approach to identify potentially valuable supply chain applications. Schniederjans [42]
investigates the role of top management in AM-adoption through a survey (n=270) and indicate a link

between the positive attitudes of managers and the companies’ “intent to adopt”, while this intention
remains uncorrelated with the actual adoption rates.
Supply chain feasibility simulations have been presented by [75] in a context of two-stage facility location
problem, Chiu & Lin [76] write about the effects of AM in lamp manufacturing, and Minguela-Canela and
others [35] inspect suitable production-strategies for products with different demand patterns. Jia and others
[77] simulate the feasibility of an on-demand chocolate manufacturing operation.

3.3 Summary of development in closed business models
In the case of established business environments with other complementary assets (as defined by [78]) in
place, the changes brought by the AM-technology may not be radical. As Sandström [59] showed the
hearing-aid manufacturing industry incrementally adopted AM-technology without causing any changes in
the competitive landscape. Therefore, we see the main window of opportunity in this scenario to exist for
innovative AM-service providers in the business of OEMs’ spare part service which can develop later into
lucrative BMs.

Figure 3. Main directions within the closed BM-paradigm, where dashed lines represent the less probable
direction of development in the near future.
Our summary of the envisioned development in closed BMs is presented in Figure 3. The possible
disruptive changes beyond 3DP-supercenters could inherently alter the structure of existing GVCs in the
closed BMs [79]. This according to [17], [23] would shorten the raw material supply chains and, in a larger
perspective, these types of shifts could have de-stabilizing effects in the societies that base their global trade
on raw materials and that do not enjoy the benefits of technological developments in AM (see [80], [81]).
Therefore, according to [13], a quick adoption of AM-technologies should be preferred in the industry and
national levels.

3.4 Literature based on the premise of open-incremental development
The idea of democratization and disintermediation of production and services is outlined in [82]. In the
open-incremental scenario local fab-labs create possibilities for peer-to-peer production-based supply
chains and bring down the barriers of entrepreneurship by enabling access to 3DP-equipment [7], [13]. In
the software industry open-source development of products has already demonstrably been shown to be a
viable business model [39] and by contrasting it to 3D-printing, one finds a natural way of discussing open
business models for manufacturing. The manufacturing that takes place under this paradigm has been called
open-source cottage industry [83] and is widely discussed in [84].
Peer-to-peer manufacturing
Consumers can already share their own designs in platforms for money [1]. High consumer involvement in
manufacturing has several points of concern related to the willingness to pay for self-designed products and
to finding reasonable revenue and pricing models (see discussion, e.g., in [24]). Studies of [71], [85],
highlight the home-users’ do-it-yourself mentality as a primary facilitating factor for home printing, instead
of a money motive. Regardless of the economic feasibility, the adoption of desktop printers with increasing
quality at homes makes it possible to print parts, which translates to de-skilling and democratizing the
production of simple objects [8], [15], [53]. It is boldly claimed by [83] that buying a cheap RepRap printer
for an average household is a profitable investment assuming only 20 printed items per year.
Today’s consumer-grade equipment is mainly based on the cheapest available plastic printing technology2
one-color objects with relatively good mechanical properties [1], and a varying dimensional accuracy [86]
requiring nuanced variable optimization (e.g., humidity, room airflows) for acceptable printing results [29].
Implementing full-fledged, complex 3DP-designs requires new types of skills and engineering software [8],
[15], [53], [71] and for this purpose [86], [87] formulate ideas of easy-to-use design software.
Laplume and others [88] develop the idea of a 3D-print shop in a semi-empirical study. They assume a
production on-demand BM and a number of configurations of consumer-grade FDM2-printers that is,
printer farms with several centrally-controlled machines [89]. It has been suggested that printer farms
would accrue economically sustainable annual revenues [88]. The study by [90] suggests that consumergrade FDM printers could be sped-up as much as 7x-10x with very small additional investments.
Holzmann and others [3] evaluate existing user-entrepreneur BMs suggesting that the most valuable options
are likely to be in on-line services related to consulting, selling of product designs, and in locally providing
3DP-capacity. A look into the BMs of 73 fab-labs [7] show that the fab-labs who sell on-line services were
able to sell more expensive and higher quality products than their physical counterparts. Another survey
[91] indicates that today fab-lab operations are still heavily subsidized, because of the lack of solid BMs.

3.5 Literature based on the premise of open-disruptive development

2

Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) method - also referred with its commercial name FDM = Fused Deposition
Modeling

Home manufacturing
Berman [10] proposes a scenario for 3DP, where the content to 3D-printers is downloaded and printed as
routinely as digitalized contents of music, books, and movies are consumed today. From the manufacturing
companies’ point of view, giving an opportunity to customers for un-supervised production and/or
customization of products means also silently approving the used designs for safety and durability. Huang
and others [20] note that there are unaddressed safety hazards related to the use of chemicals at home. The
final products, according to [33], should also comply with regulations for the safety of materials - especially
if products are made of recycled filaments coming from various sources. One emerging field of AMresearch is the use recycled plastics, or secondary product streams as raw materials [8], [23].
Petrick & Simpson [92] ask whether, in this case, we should even assume consistent product quality, if
mainly unique products are made. Product failure liability issues are also of relevance, as there is no
established regulation for home-printed products [11], [88]. Possible company strategies to deal with opensource communities are discussed in [39].
Closed-loop economies
If the products were made with AM without long logistic chains, [23], it should be easy to trace material
consumption of individual components enabling efficient recycling. Locally the recycling of filaments
reduces landfill, transportation, and CO2-emissions in both production and in transportation [33]. There is
however a lack of open data with regards to the material specifications of filaments and the 3DP-equipment
manufacturers, the focal firms of the industry, mainly use their own proprietary materials to sell filament
cartridges [33] although some change towards ecosystem-based BMs has been reported by [93].
Accumulated environmental effects of AM remain debated - the issue is complex and requires a systemic
perspective to evaluate the overall effects [8], [9], [20], [23], [68], [94]–[96]. Although AM reduces the
direct consumption of energy and of material in the manufacturing process, the production of printable
substances can be a major resource and energy consumer (see, e.g., [8]). Related to this topic [55] propose
an energy consumption reduction range of 5-27% worldwide and [79] arrive at a rough average reduction
figure of -5%. Circular economy roadmap and research agenda enabled by AM is presented in [23], [68].

3.6 Summary of development in open business models
The realism of disruptive home manufacturing scenarios remains questionable. Rogers and others [50] point
to local on-demand manufacturing and the role of on-line marketplaces as strong competitors, moreover
[97] reminds that mastering of the various AM-techniques is far more demanding than copying and listening
to music files. Although a dramatic disruption of manufacturing seems quite unrealistic at this time, [82]
remind us that in the advent of personal computers and the Internet, no one was able to imagine their future
changing power and the role of software industry in the modern society.
In the case of more conservative incremental development, some believe that the existing brands will
continue to shelter market incumbents [59], while others put their faith on signaling the value of
customization over branding [84]. Also a middle road exists and [39] suggests that the pivotal role of opensource communities could be in the manufacturing of products without adequate commercial potential and
thus not in competing with companies involved in large scale production. If user-entrepreneurs were to start
gaining significant market shares [46], [77], [88] anticipate rapid 3DP adoption in the retail stores that
already know how to put into practice the use of customer data. Over the long haul, we suggest that the lack

of capital and complementary assets will become a pivotal issue with regards to the success of userentrepreneurs. As [17] point out, metal printing equipment alone can today cost over 500k$ making it
unreachable to households and even small print shops. Our summary of the development is visualized in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Main directions within the open BM-paradigm. Dashed line indicates the improbable phases in
the development.

3 Summary and conclusions
In this review we have presented and categorized the academic literature on AM business models. We have
divided the material into to four categories, based on the type of BM described in the studied papers and
based on the nature of the effect AM was perceived to have on the business of manufacturing. We feel that
the classification sheds light on the literature on AM business models also on a meta-level - at the time of
this review, discussion and visions range from a global economic revolution of manufacturing to
engineering level studies with the feasibility of one piece of equipment as the centerpiece of interest.
From an author point of view, it would be satisfying to be able to provide a unifying theory, or the great
synthesis of the studied topic – here we have to contend with the belief that most likely different streams
with diverse visions of the future and the role of additive manufacturing will continue to still exist for some
time. It is likely that only hard fact-based evidence from real-world cases will consolidate the literature and
the vision of the many players on the field to a consensus. In Table 4 we present a summary of the findings
of our exploration and review of the literature.
Table 4. Summary of the findings.

Closed
Incremental
AM-equipment to replace single
processes of mass production
Spare parts and maintenace
Applications and / or
business openings
applications
Trusted design library platforms
by 3DP-service providers
Applications, issues
industries / BM-type

Closed
Open
Disruptive
Increme ntal
Re-positioning of manufacturers
Peer-to-peer (P2P) design
in the GVCs
sharing
Commoditized manufacturing
P2P manufacturing in local
infrastructure and glocalized
printshops or via online platforms

Lack of incentives to AMtransformation in companies
Lack of economic feasibility

Industries

Home manufacturing
Closed-loop economies

Fab-labs

Technical possibilities
Issues (in addition to
those me ntioned)

Open
Disruptive

IPR
Supply chain complexities

Lack of skills and knowledge

Regulation and liability issues

Lack of revenue models

High value industries, where AM Not yet existing (requires solving
Industry niches or nascent
Not yet existing (requires solving
provides competitive advantage
of issues)
industries without (yet) adequate
of issues)
when used as a part of a overall
commercial potential
product (eco)system

Based on this review and without considering unforeseen technological breakthroughs, AM-technologies
remain a complementing technology for selected set of products and the economic potential of AMtechnology is still based on conceptual studies that at the time of writing have no economic reality, implying
a gradual adoption on the basis of economic constraints (see also [1], [63]). In the case of sudden rapid
technological development, [80] anticipate a rising regulation of technology, leading to barriers to fast
global adoption. We find that the incremental AM-adoption in closed business environments will likely
lead to 3DP-service providers that operate via OEM-controlled digital platforms to support spare parts
service. In essence, the open business models promoting the sharing of IPR (acquired through paid efforts)
and ignorance of quality requirements do not resonate with the common sense of either the manufacturers
or the end-users.
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